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EUROPE IN REVOLT

INTER-ALLIED EXHIBITION AT CHARING CROSS

Clandestine newspapers printed in occupied Europe - one of them shoving a

picture of Winston Churchill inspecting Polish troops in Britain - will he on

show at an exhibition opening at Charing Cross (District Railway) Station on

August 26.

The exhibition will reveal the story of the revolt of the free peoples of

Europe against Axis tyranny. This revolt is a strange and subtle one. It covers

the whole range of human ingenuity, from outright violence to morale-breaking

humour. It is expressed by means of home-made bombs, attacks in the dark, go-slow

tactics in the factories, the destruction and hiding of food stocks, the refusal

to accept totalitarian theories of race and state control.

Day after day, night after night, the revolt goes on. It is maintained with

indomitable courage - a courage all the greater because the peoples of occupied

Europe are hungry and have to plan and fight on empty stomachs. Their deeds,

and the hopes they express in their innumerable clandestine newspapers, are vivid

testimony that their spirit - the spirit of freedom, lives on, even unto death.

It is the deeds, rind perhaps even something of the spirit, which the

exhibition will illustrate. Acts of sabotage, guerrilla warfare, obstruction

to the operation of the so-called "new order", even the suffered by

patriots for their "crimes" - those arc the things which make up the theme of

the exhibits.

The incidents illustrated are all taken from fully authenticated reports -

mainly of Axis origin - which have reached the Inter-Allied Information

Committee in London. The exhibition will be officially opened at 3 p.m. on

Wednesday, August 26, by M. Andre Philip, former editor of the French

clandestine newspaper "Liberation", who recently reached Britain from

o upiod France.

After the London showing the exhibition will go to Sunderland, Huddersfield,

Derby, Bolton, Middlesborough, Bradford, Leicester, Oldham, York and Brighton.
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